Sir Robert Falcon Scott

By Angus, Fleur and Maya
Arriving

Scott and his team arrived on November 1910. They took 10 ponies and 22 dogs also they had a tractor just in case. Their boat was called Terra Nova.
After packing supplies from their base camp the team started to cross Ross Ice Shelf which was 400 miles long. Also they needed to cross a massive Glacier it was called the ‘Beardmore’ and it had an altitude of 3000ft.
They were sponsored by the National Geographical and had the upmost best equipment of the time.
1 ton of supplies were dragged earlier that year with all the supplies like coffee and dried meat also known as dog meat. They sent a team of eight forwards to the glacier to drop the supplies for them. Then Scott chose 4 men to continue on with him to the South Pole.
Scott sent his team of five to the pole to be the first team to reach the South Pole and beat Amundsen to the South Pole.
Struggles

After the team of five set off a variety of problems followed. Oates started to have frostbite (An explorer’s worst fear) badly and he kept on stumbling while pulling the sledge.
When they reached the South Pole they discovered that the Norwegian team had beat them to it. Then they started to walk back to the camp. Oates was struggling to walk. They stopped for the night in the tent and Oates said “I am going outside and I might be some time.” Then he left the tent and walked to his treacherous doom.
Scott Disasters

Now it was the three of them: Scott the captain; Wilson and Bowers. But disaster struck; Scott developed a bad case of frostbite on the foot. They died in their tent because of a blizzard that lasted for ten days so Bowers and Wilson stayed by their Captain’s side and died peacefully.
Thank you for Watching!